WHOMSOEVER IT MAY CONCERN

Sub:- Invitation of proposals for exhibition at the “All India Zoo Directors’ Conference” – reg.


With reference to the correspondences cited above, I am directed to inform that the “All India Zoo Directors’ Conference” is rescheduled from 7th to 8th March, 2020 in place of earlier scheduled dates (24th & 25th February, 2020).

In this regard, it is requested to put your exhibit accordingly during the conference.

This is for information and necessary action.

(Dr. Sonali Ghosh)
DIG(HQ)

Copy for information and necessary action to:-

1. The Chief Wildlife Warden, Government of Gujarat, Aranya Bhawan, Block – A, 1st Floor, Opp. St. Xavier’s School, Sector – 10, Gandhinagar – 382 010, Gujarat (E-mail: cwlwguj@gmail.com).
2. The Director, Sardar Patel Zoological Park, Kevadiya – 393 151, Gujarat (E-mail: directorks@gmail.com).
3. DPA, CZA - to upload on website of the Central Zoo Authority.